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Phobya Angled 45°
Adaptor Revolvable G1/4'
to G1/4' Inner Thread

$3.95

Product Images

Short Description

Product Details:
45° angled fittings are not only extremely useful but also look great!
Due to its low height of just 2cm this fitting is incredibly versatile. It is even possible to connect multiple of these connectors to lay a connector
around corners. Due to its G1/4" inner thread the adapter is compatible to almost all fittings on the market! the revolvable joint can be rotated
freely (360°). The joint is also equipped with a seal to avoid any leakage. Additionally the design of the adapter does not create any additional
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flow resistance.
Technical details:
Material: Nickel coated brass
Fitting sizes: Inner thread: g1/4" ; Outer thread: G1/4"
Extent of delivery:
Angled 45° adapter revolvable G1/4" to G1/4"
Note: Due to the low depth of the connector threads of only 5mm, for some fittings spacer rings (Art.No: 14087, 1415 or 95008) are required
for installation.
To ensure a perfect seal at the inner thread we recommend Teflon tape (Art.No. 32002) or an O-ring seal (Art.No. 95002)

Description

Product Details:
45° angled fittings are not only extremely useful but also look great!
Due to its low height of just 2cm this fitting is incredibly versatile. It is even possible to connect multiple of these connectors to lay a connector
around corners. Due to its G1/4" inner thread the adapter is compatible to almost all fittings on the market! the revolvable joint can be rotated
freely (360°). The joint is also equipped with a seal to avoid any leakage. Additionally the design of the adapter does not create any additional
flow resistance.
Technical details:
Material: Nickel coated brass
Fitting sizes: Inner thread: g1/4" ; Outer thread: G1/4"
Extent of delivery:
Angled 45° adapter revolvable G1/4" to G1/4"
Note: Due to the low depth of the connector threads of only 5mm, for some fittings spacer rings (Art.No: 14087, 1415 or 95008) are required
for installation.
To ensure a perfect seal at the inner thread we recommend Teflon tape (Art.No. 32002) or an O-ring seal (Art.No. 95002)

Additional Information
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Brand

Phobya

SKU

PH-64064-D

Weight

0.1000

Fitting Angle

45 Degree

Vendor SKU/EAN

4049469052621
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